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1

SUMMARY

2

A major challenge for lipidomic analyses is the handling of the large amounts of data

3

and the translation of results to interpret the involvement of lipids in biological systems.

4

We built a new lipid ontology (LION) that associates over 50,000 lipid species to

5

biophysical, chemical and cell biological features. By making use of enrichment

6

algorithms, we used LION to develop a web-based interface (LION/web,

7

www.lipidontology.com) that allows identification of lipid-associated terms in lipidomes.

8

LION/web was validated by analyzing a lipidomic dataset derived from

9

well-characterized sub-cellular fractions of RAW 264.7 macrophages. Comparison of

10

isolated plasma membranes with the microsomal fraction showed a significant

11

enrichment of relevant LION-terms including ‘plasma membrane’, ‘headgroup with

12

negative charge, ‘glycerophosphoserines’, ‘above average bilayer thickness’, and ‘below

13

average lateral diffusion’. A second validation was performed by analyzing the

14

membrane fluidity of CHO cells incubated with arachidonic acid. An increase in

15

membrane fluidity was observed both experimentally by using pyrene decanoic acid and

16

by using LION/web, showing significant enrichment of terms associated with high

17

membrane fluidity ('above average’, 'very high’ and 'high lateral diffusion’, and 'below

18

average transition temperature’). The results demonstrate the functionality of

19

LION/web, which is freely accessible in a platform-independent way.

20
21
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25

MAIN TEXT

26

The comprehensive study of lipids, also termed lipidomics, is gaining momentum.

27

Instrumentation is becoming increasingly more sensitive, precise and fast, and the use of

28

lipidomics to address key questions in membrane biology has become widespread. As a result,

29

datasets are rapidly increasing both in terms of size and complexity. Due to a lack of methods

30

to perform global and in-depth data mining, lipidomic research tends to focus on individual

31

lipid classes or lipid species. A common approach in other ‘omics’ disciplines to reduce

32

complexity is the use of ontologies e.g., Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000), Chemical

33

Entities of Biological Interest ontology (Degtyarenko et al., 2008), combined with statistical

34

tools to determine terms of interest.

35

Although lipid structure is closely related to lipid function, it is currently impossible to

36

associate properties of individual lipids with complex lipid mixtures of cellular lipidomes.

37

Examples of biophysical properties that play an important role in membrane biology are

38

numerous and include membrane thickness as driving force in the sub-cellular localization of

39

proteins (Sharpe et al., 2010), membrane fluidity regulating bacterial survival (Inda et al.,

40

2014), membrane heterogeneity in cellular signaling (Sezgin et al., 2017), intrinsic curvature

41

of lipids as key player in lipid droplet biogenesis (Ben M’barek et al., 2017; Thiam et al.,

42

2013) or COPI coat disassembly (Bigay et al., 2003), and net charge of membranes as a

43

determinant in lipid-protein interactions (Enkavi et al., 2017).

44

Here, we aim to provide a lipid ontology database and complementary enrichment analysis

45

tool that (i) contains chemical and biophysical information of lipid species, (ii) is platform

46

independent and compatible with routine mass spectrometry-based lipid analysis, (iii) can be

47

used by researchers without computer programming skills, and (iv) is freely available to the

48

scientific community.

49

We constructed an ontology database called LION that links over 50,000 lipid species with

50

four major branches: ‘lipid classification’ (Fahy et al., 2009), ‘chemical and physical

51

properties’ (fatty acid length and unsaturation, headgroup charge, intrinsic curvature,

3
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52

membrane fluidity, bilayer thickness), ‘function’, and ‘subcellular localization’ (as described

53

in literature). The resulting database contains more than 250,000 connections (‘edges’),

54

providing a detailed system for in-depth annotation of lipids. An example of all LION-terms

55

associated with a single phosphatidylserine (PS) lipid species, PS(34:2), is depicted in Figure

56

S1.

57

An important feature of LION is the association of lipid species with biophysical properties.

58

We made use of experimental data (Marsh, 2010) and data obtained by coarse-grain molecular

59

dynamics simulation (CG-MD) (Wassenaar et al., 2015), each providing distinct biophysical

60

properties. These data were used to estimate the biophysical properties of all related lipids in

61

the LION-database by multiple regression analysis.

62

The regression models were validated in two ways. First, we performed leave-one-out

63

cross-validations (LOOCV) of all three models (Fig. S2 A-C), showing satisfactory

64

agreement between determined and predicted values. Second, we compared two properties

65

closely associated with membrane fluidity: ‘transition temperature’ (from experimental

66

datasets) and ‘lateral diffusion’ (from the CG-MD datasets) (Fig. S2 D). As expected, lipids

67

with low transition temperatures were predicted to have high lateral diffusion values at a

68

defined simulation temperature and vice versa.

69

Subsequently, all numerical datapoints for each biophysical property were categorized into

70

five pre-defined groups (‘very low’, ‘low’, ‘average’, ‘high’, ‘very high’). The limits of each

71

group were determined based on the presence of lipid species reported in four lipidomics

72

publications (Andreyev et al., 2010; Haraszti et al., 2016; Köberlin et al., 2015; Lin et al.,

73

2017). These values were subsequently used to categorize all applicable lipid species present

74

in LION (Fig. S2 E).

75

Next, we used LION as a basis to build an ontology enrichment tool that facilitates reduction

76

of lipidome complexities in an unbiased manner. We made use of an adapted version of

77

‘topGO’, an R-package designed for enrichment analysis of GO-terms (Alexa and

78

Rahnenfuhrer, 2017). Subsequently, we designed a web-tool with R-package Shiny

4
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79

(‘LION/web’, www.lipidontology.com) that offers an intuitive user-interface and supports two

80

major workflows (Fig. 1 and Note S1): enrichment analysis of a subset of lipids of interest

81

(‘by target list’) and enrichment analysis performed on a complete and ranked list of lipids

82

(‘by ranking’, referred to as ‘SAFE’ in the context of genes (Barry et al., 2005)).

83

84
85

Figure 1. Enrichment analysis approaches supported by LION/web. A lipidomics dataset

86

containing lipid identifiers and abundances derived from two or more conditions (❶) can be

87

processed in two ways by LION/web. In the ‘by target list’-mode (left, ❷), a subset of lipids

88

(e.g., derived from thresholding or clustering) is compared to the total set of lipids. After

89

standardization of lipid nomenclature (❸), applicable LION-terms are associated and

90

assessed for enrichment in the subset by Fisher’s exact statistics. Alternatively, in the ‘by

91

ranking’-mode, input lipids are ranked by the provided values (‘local’ statistics). By default, P

92

values from one-tailed t-tests are used (❷). After ranking, lipid nomenclature is standardized
5
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93

(❸). Applicable LION-terms are subsequently associated to the dataset and distributions are

94

compared to a uniform distribution by ‘global’ statistics (here, Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests).

95

Calculated P values of LION-terms from both approaches are corrected for multiple testing

96

(Benjamini-Hochberg).

97
98

To test the functionality of LION/web, we made use of a previously published and well

99

characterized dataset containing lipidomics data from several sub-cellular fractions of RAW

100

264.7 macrophages (Andreyev et al., 2010). First, we re-normalized the dataset by expressing

101

all lipid species as fraction of the total amount of lipid per sample. LION/web was able to

102

reformat (for information about input conventions, see Note S2) and match the vast majority

103

(>97%) of the submitted lipids. Subsequently, we compared the isolated plasma membrane

104

(PM) with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) fraction from non-stimulated macrophages and

105

assessed all LION-terms for enrichment (Fig. S3). In good agreement with current

106

descriptions of the selected organelles (Holthuis and Menon, 2014; van Meer et al., 2008),

107

significant enriched LION-terms included terms associated with chemical descriptions (e.g.,

108

‘glycerophosphoserines’, ‘headgroup with negative charge’, ‘phosphosphingolipids’),

109

biological features (‘plasma membrane’) and biophysical properties (e.g., ‘above average

110

bilayer thickness’, ‘below average lateral diffusion’, ‘very low lateral diffusion’, ‘very high

111

bilayer thickness’, ’neutral intrinsic curvature’). LION/web also reported the significant

112

enrichment of ‘very high transition temperature’, which is in line with the (very) low lateral

113

diffusion terms (see also Fig. S2 D). Also the term ‘very low transition temperature’ was

114

reported to be significantly enriched. Inspection of the lipid species responsible for the

115

LION-term ‘very low transition temperature’ revealed the presence of lipids that all contain

116

polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) with at least four unsaturations. This may be a

117

macrophage-specific phenomenon, related to their involvement in inflammation (Calder,

118

2015).

119

To further validate LION/web, we used two different experimental approaches. First, we

120

investigated the enrichment of LION-terms associated with chemical features that can be

6
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121
122

Figure 2. LION-term enrichment and membrane fluidity of CHO-k1 cells. CHO-k1 cells

123

were incubated overnight with PA, LA or AA (100 μM, complexed to BSA) (A) or with AA (250

124

μM, complexed to BSA) (B-D). All incubations were performed in triplicate. For control

125

incubations, cells were incubated with fatty-acid free BSA. (A,D) After extraction and
7
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126

lipidomics profiling by LC-MS/MS, enrichment analyses of the conditions of interest versus

127

control incubations were performed by LION/web of (A) LION-terms indicating the presence of

128

selected fatty acids or (D) LION-terms indicating the degree of membrane fluidity. Dot sizes in

129

the dot plots are scaled to the number of associated lipids; colors are scaled to the level of

130

enrichment. (B,C) After incubation, fluorescence emission spectra between 370 and 500 nm of

131

lysates containing pyrenedecanoic acid (PDA) were measured in triplicate (B). Fluorescence

132

spectra examples of either control (black) or AA-stimulated lysates (red). Gray shades indicate

133

monomer and excimer fluorescence filters. (C) Mean ratios (bar) and individual datapoints

134

(dots) of excimer over monomer fluorescence (representative data of three independent

135

experiments). Statistical significance was determined by Student’s two-tailed t-test. (A,C,D) * P

136

< 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001.

137
138

easily incorporated into lipids (e.g., fatty acids as building blocks). To this end, CHO-k1 cells

139

were incubated overnight in the presence of palmitic acid (PA), linoleic acid (LA) or

140

arachidonic acid (AA) complexed to bovine serum albumin (BSA). Subsequently, lipids were

141

analysed by LC-MS/MS (Data S1 and Fig. S4) and submitted to LION/web (‘by

142

ranking’-mode). LION/web offers the option to limit analysis to specific terms of interest.

143

After pre-selection of LION-terms that indicate the presence of fatty acids as lipid building

144

blocks, LION/web reported the significant enrichment of the respective fatty acid in the three

145

different conditions (Fig. 2 A and Data S2).

146

Second, to investigate the enrichment of biophysical LION-terms, we incubated CHO-k1 cells

147

with arachidonic acid (AA). This procedure is known to increase membrane fluidity (Yang et

148

al., 2011). After incubation, the membrane fluidity properties of the samples were analyzed

149

both experimentally and by LION/web. Membrane fluidity was experimentally assessed using

150

pyrene decanoic acid (PDA). This fluorescent probe can exist as monomer or excimer,

151

resulting in a shift of its emission spectrum. The ratio of excimer over monomer fluorescence

152

is proportional to the degree of membrane fluidity (Eisinger and Scarlata, 1987). To this end,

153

fluorescence spectra of lysates from cells incubated with or without AA were measured (Fig.

154

2 B). As expected, the ratio of excimer/monomer forms of PDA revealed a significant

155

increase in membrane fluidity of lysates in the presence of AA (Fig. 2 C). For parallel

156

LION/web analysis of membrane fluidity properties, lipids were extracted from the same
8
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157

samples and analysed by LC-MS/MS (Data S3 and Fig. S5). LION contains two sets of terms

158

associated with membrane fluidity: ‘transition temperature’ and ‘lateral diffusion’.

159

Accordingly, LION/web was set to limit enrichment analyses to these sets, after which the

160

lipidomic data were analyzed (‘by ranking’ mode). In line with the experimentally measured

161

increase in membrane fluidity, terms associated with high membrane fluidity ('above average’,

162

'very high’ and 'high lateral diffusion’, and 'below average transition temperature’) were

163

significantly enriched in cells that had been treated with AA (Fig. 2 D and Data S4).

164

Taken together, we have presented a new ontology called LION that enables flexible

165

annotation of lipid species and that covers most commonly found lipid classes and fatty acid

166

distributions. Furthermore, it combines the well-established lipid class hierarchy from

167

LIPIDMAPS with biophysical data that were not previously available. To explore lipid

168

datasets in an unbiased manner, we built an online web-tool that does not require knowledge

169

of programming languages. We believe that this lipid database and associated web-tool

170

bridges the gap between lipidomics and cell biology by revealing patterns that are of

171

biological interest.
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272

Methods

273

Creation of lipid ontology (LION). We built an ontology database that connects over 50,000

274

lipid species to the following four major branches: ‘lipid classification’, ‘function’, ‘cellular

275

localization’ and ‘physical or chemical properties’. For readability, a term is included at the

276

top of each branch to indicates the nature of a LION-branch. These ‘category’ terms are

277

distinguished from other LION-terms with an ID containing the prefix ‘CAT’.

278

The classification system is based on the LIPIDMAPS classification (Fahy et al., 2009).

279

Downstream, we added an extra level between classes and species to enable mapping of lipid

280

identifiers that lack detailed structural information. This concept is also used in the Swiss

281

Lipids system (Aimo et al., 2015). The branch ‘function’ comprises three subcategories: ‘lipid

282

component’ (associated with lipids that are primary regarded as structural component of lipid

283

bilayers), ‘lipid-mediated signaling’ (lipids that have been implicated in signaling) and

284

‘lipid-storage’ (lipids that are associated with storage, primarily in lipid droplets). In the

285

category ‘cellular localization’, lipid classes that are enriched in particular cellular organelles

286

are linked to their corresponding organelle terms (Holthuis and Menon, 2014; van Meer et al.,

287

2008). The branch ‘physical or chemical properties’ comprises a number of subcategories.

288

First, a number of chemical descriptions (‘contains fatty acid’, ‘fatty acid unsaturation’, ‘fatty

289

acid length’ and ‘type by bond’) was inferred from the species names. Second, data about

290

‘intrinsic curvature’ (de Kroon et al., 2013; Thiam et al., 2013) were categorized into either

291

negative, neutral or positive curvature. As data on species-level are limited, curvature was

292

assumed to be predominantly headgroup-dependent and fatty acid composition was neglected.

293

The third subcategory, ‘charge headgroup’, was divided into three groups based on structural

294

data: ‘negative’, ’positive/zwitter-ion’ and ‘neutral’ (Fahy et al., 2009). This last term

295

comprises also lipids lacking a headgroup. The fourth subcategory in ‘physical or chemical

296

properties’ is 'chain-melting transition temperature'. This property is derived from a number of

297

sources, comprehensively reviewed by Marsh (Marsh, 2010). This dataset covers a range of

298

lipid classes in both glycerophospholipids (PC, PE, PG, PA, PS) and sphingolipids (SM). We
14
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299

made use of multiple regression analysis with lipid class, fatty acid length and unsaturation as

300

predictors to facilitate data extrapolation to previously unreported lipid species. The obtained

301

model was validated by leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV). Briefly, one datapoint from

302

the dataset was taken out, after which the model was rebuilt with the remaining points as

303

training set. Subsequently, the selected datapoint was used as validation sample. This

304

procedure was repeated for all the datapoints (Fig. S2 C). Next, values predicted by the

305

obtained model of all applicable lipid species present in LION were divided into quintiles

306

with limits based on four reported lipidomics datasets (Andreyev et al., 2010; Haraszti et al.,

307

2016; Köberlin et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2017) and categorized into five representative classes:

308

'very low', 'low', 'average', 'high' or 'very high' chain-melting transition temperature (a

309

flow-chart of this procedure is depicted in Fig. S2 E).

310

In addition to these experimental data sets, we also used data (Wassenaar et al., 2015) that

311

was obtained by coarse grain molecular dynamics simulation (MARTINI force-field (Marrink

312

et al., 2004)) and which includes membrane properties ‘bilayer thickness’ and ‘lateral

313

diffusion’. The dataset contains lipids from five common classes of glycerophospholipids (PC,

314

PS, PG, PA, PE), but lacks sphingolipids and sterols. By definition, coarse-grained lipids

315

represent a range of structures. To be able to use the dataset in the ontology system, names of

316

coarse-grained lipids were translated into their representing counterparts. Subsequently, lipid

317

properties were extrapolated to the entire database by multiple regression analysis models

318

(with lipid class, fatty acid length and unsaturation as predictors) and validated by LOOCV

319

(Fig. S2 A-B). We followed the same procedure as used for transition temperatures;

320

extrapolated results for both properties were divided into quintiles (based on values of

321

reported datasets (Andreyev et al., 2010; Haraszti et al., 2016; Köberlin et al., 2015; Lin et al.,

322

2017), predicted by our models) and categorized into five representative classes: 'very low',

323

'low', 'average', 'high' or 'very high'.

324

The initial structure of LION was build with OBOEdit v.2.3.1 (Wächter and Schroeder, 2010)

325

and formatted as OBO-file. Subsequently, custom R-scripts connected specific terms with

326

more general terms based on the described datasets. The entire ontology can be found as File
15
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327

S1. In addition, a table containing all LION-terms with corresponding LION-identifier is

328

provided in Data S5.

329

Implementation of enrichment analysis tool. To use LION with existing ontology

330

enrichment tools, we used an adapted and generalized version of Bioconductor R-package

331

‘topGO’ (Alexa and Rahnenfuhrer, 2017). This version, called ‘topOnto’, allows users to

332

include ontologies other than those provided with the package. A custom Perl-script was used

333

to convert the ontology file from OBO- to SQLite-format. Apart from this extra feature, the

334

‘topOnto’ package provides the same functionality as the original version. To perform the

335

enrichment analysis with ‘topOnto’, two statistical approaches were used. In the ‘by target-list

336

mode’, Fisher-exact statistics are used to indicate enrichment. In the ‘by ranking’ mode,

337

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are used as ‘global’ statistics. In both approaches, topGO’s classic

338

algorithm was selected. After LION enrichment analysis, raw P values were corrected for

339

multiple testing (Benjamini-Hochberg). The R-scripts were used to build the user-friendly

340

web-based tool LION/web (Note S1) with R-package ‘shiny’. The application has been made

341

available on the shinyapps.io server as a free online tool, accessible through

342

http://www.lipidontology.com/.

343

Cell culture and preparation of fatty acid-albumin complexes. CHO-k1 cells were

344

cultured in Ham’s F-12 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USU)

345

supplemented with 7.5% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USU), 100 units/ml

346

penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USU). Cells

347

were grown in a humidified incubator at 37°C containing 5% CO2 and passaged twice a week.

348

Stocks of 10 mM arachidonic acid, linoleic acid, oleic acid, or palmitic acid (all obtained

349

from Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) were complexed to 2 mM fatty-acid free BSA (Sigma, St.

350

Louis, MO, USA), filter-sterilized and stored at −20 °C. All experimental incubations were

351

performed in plastic 6-well culture dishes (Corning, Tewksbury, MA, USA).

352
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353

Measuring membrane fluidity. After overnight incubation in the absence or presence of

354

fatty-acids (using fatty acid-free BSA or fatty acids coupled to BSA, respectively), cells were

355

washed and scraped in PBS. Cells were subsequently homogenized on ice with 26-gauge

356

needles (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA). Homogenates or blanks were mixed with

357

pyrenedecanoic acid (PDA) in the manufacturer’s supplied dilution buffer (Membrane fluidity

358

kit, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and transferred into a 96-well plate (black plastic with glass

359

bottom, Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany). After 30 minutes of incubation at 37°C,

360

fluorescence spectra (excitation at 360nm, emission between 375-500 nm, 37°C) were

361

measured with a temperature-controlled fluorescence microplate reader (CLARIOstar, BMG

362

Labtech, Offenburg, Germany). Data were processed in R by expressing monomer (370-390

363

nm) and excimer (470-490 nm) mean fluorescence after blank-subtraction as ratios. Data were

364

expressed as means. Differences were analyzed by two-tailed Student’s t-tests. P values <

365

0.05 were considered significant.

366

Lipidomics by LC-MS/MS. After incubation, lipids were extracted as described before

367

(Bligh and Dyer, 1959). Subsequently, lipid extracts were dried under nitrogen and dissolved

368

in 100 μL chloroform/methanol (1:1) and injected (10 μL) on a hydrophilic interaction liquid

369

chromatography (HILIC) column (2.6 μm HILIC 100 Å, 50 x 4.6 mm, Phenomenex, Torrance,

370

CA), eluted by an eluens gradient (flow rate of 1 mL/min) from ACN/acetone (9:1, v/v) to

371

ACN/H2O (7:3, v/v) with 10mM ammonium formate, both containing 0.1% formic acid. The

372

column effluent was connected to a heated electrospray ionization (hESI) source of a mass

373

spectrometer (Fusion, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). The measurements were performed

374

with an orbitrap resolution of 120.000, generating 30 data-dependent MS/MS spectra per

375

second in the linear ion trap.

376

Lipidomics data analysis. Acquired raw datafiles were converted to mzXML-files and

377

processed with R-package ‘xcms’ v2.99.3 (Smith et al., 2006). After deisotoping, annotation

378

of lipids was performed by matching measured MS-1 m/z values with theoretical m/z values.

379

Lipids with the same or similar m/z values - e.g., BMP(38:4) and PG(38:4) - could by
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380

distinguished by differences in retention time (Fig. S4 and S5). Lipid annotation containing

381

individual fatty acids as used in Fig. 2 A and Fig. S4 was accomplished by examining MS-2

382

spectra. When MS-2 spectra were available for a given MS-1 peak, the most abundant fatty

383

acid combination was used to annotate the lipid. The resulting experimental datasets, as well

384

as the public RAW 264.7 macrophage dataset (Andreyev et al., 2010), were normalized by

385

expressing all lipids as ratios of the sum of all intensities per sample. MetaboAnalyst 3.0 (Xia

386

et al., 2015) was used to replace missing values (of the RAW 264.7 dataset) by half of the

387

minimum positive value in the original data, and to perform Principal Component Analysis

388

(with Pareto scaling).

389

Software and R-packages. All R-scripts were run with RStudio v1.0.153 (R v3.4.4) with the

390

following packages: ‘shiny’, ‘visNetwork’, ‘data.table’, ‘GMD’, ‘igraph’, ‘reshape2’,

391

‘ggplot2’, ‘ggthemes’, ‘shinyTree’, ‘shinyWidgets’, ‘shinythemes’, ‘RSQLite’, ‘topOnto’ and

392

‘xcms’ (Smith et al., 2006). Perl-scripts were run with Perl v5.26.0. All figures were build in

393

R and processed in Cytoscape v3.5.1 or Inkscape v0.92.2.

394

Data and code availability. The raw lipidomics data are available as Supplemental Data. The

395

public RAW 264.7 macrophages dataset (Andreyev et al., 2010) is available on the journal’s

396

website. R-package ‘topOnto’ is available at https://github.com/hxin/topOnto, the associated

397

R-package containing the LION database at

398

https://github.com/martijnmolenaar/topOnto.LION2.db.

399
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